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Trail Boss marked the transition of American firm Polaris from being a snowmobile
manufacturer to a producer of four-wheeled all-terrain vehicles. Launched in , the Trail Boss
aimed at going head-to-head with the Japanese giants in producing quality off-road vehicles
that sported more creature comforts and an automatic transmission. Featuring a two-stroke cm
3 power mill, automatic transmission, and a rear-wheel-drive system, this iconic off-road vehicle
was launched alongside the Scrambler and was produced from to From its inception, the Trail
Boss was a huge success and eventually became an inspiration for its higher-displacement
siblings. Consumers grew to love the four-wheeler as a reliable workhorse and a speedster
when put up against its four-stroke counterparts. Did the Trail Boss fit better as a utility or as a
sport quad? Read on and be enlightened. For the company and the Trail Boss , it signifies the
beginning of the American firm breaking through the Japanese monopoly of the ATV landscape.
And it successfully did so, considering that its concentration was previously on making farming
equipment and snowmobiles. Many enthusiasts consider the Polaris Trail Boss to have a long
ways to go before being on par with Kawasaki , Honda, or Yamaha vehicles. But for an
entry-level quad, it did better than what many had expected. This new player surprised everyone
with its functionality and design and even managed to introduce the public to some
company-exclusive features like an automatic transmission. While some aspects of the wheeler
were quite conservative â€” such as its lighting and instrumentation â€” it nevertheless made
for a very capable recreational and sport quad. The result? Polaris released a total of four trims
and 28 installments into the Polaris Trail Boss lineup. These vehicles boasted a top speed of 54
mph The Polaris Trail Boss is brought to life by a two-stroke, air-cooled reed valve
single-cylinder engine. It has a bore-stroke ratio of 72 x 60 mm 2. The engine displacement is
cm 3 A rear two-wheel drive system handled by a O-ring chain transfers power from the engine
to the wheels. Similar to the Trailblazer, the gearshift is left-foot-operated. The air intake is
standard and attached to a plastic water snorkel, preventing water ingestion when traversing
shallow water crossings. The Trail Boss uses an electric starter system. Using Polaris Premium
TC-W3 2 Stroke Oil or any equivalent variant without molybdenum additives makes for optimal
performance of your quad. Front steel wheels across all trims are equipped with 22 X tires,
while the rear steel wheels with 24 X tires. The disc brake system consists of a Type II hydraulic
master cylinder, front and rear hydraulic calipers, a single-lever front hydraulic disc brake, and
a foot-operated rear hydraulic disc brake. When servicing your brakes, remember never to
interchange the master cylinder assemblies. And make sure to identify brake levers for proper
reinstallation. Enclosed in a steel body frame is a MacPherson Strut A-arm front suspension
with 6. This suspension design, mated with a The overall vehicle dimensions are Dry weight
ranges from lbs to lbs The combined rack capacity is lbs The Trail Boss has a steel frame and
plastic body material in Aqua Marine, Bright White, Fire Red, and other colors standard with
hand grips, front and rear fenders, handlebars, utility racks, full floorboards, a brush guard, and
a CV boot cover. Accessories such as a snow blade, an 8-hp mower, a boom spray, windshield,
mud kit, and fairing can be added to the quad as an option. The vehicle has a watt headlight
lamp, a 5-watt taillight, and 2-watt indicator lights. Unfortunately, MSRP for pre models is almost
impossible to find, with obscure resources online. The Polaris Trail Boss is an excellent quad
for experienced young riders and even first-timers. However, it is far from perfect, with some
trims performing better than others. On that note, here are some of the pros and cons of this
year old wheeler:. Since you are now familiar with the advantages and disadvantages of owning
a Trail Boss, knowing what to expect from a secondhand purchase will be equally useful. This is
the soft rubber boot between the engine and the carburetor that absorbs all the engine
vibration. Plus, all you need to take out is the air cleaner box, the carb, and the boot â€” no need
to unhook the gas, oil, or throttle control lines on the carb. Take the air cleaner lid off all four
wing nuts while you are at it. Remember that a clean, serviceable air filter is crucial to the
performance of your quad. Otherwise, an air filter not serviced regularly may result in shortened
engine life and carburetor component wear. When cleaning, make sure never to immerse the air
filter in water â€” this will keep dirt from being transferred to the clean air side of the filter.
Likewise, never exceed a pressure of 40 psi if using compressed air. The steel hose nipples
press into the metal carburetor body of the quad. If these become loose, the only official fix is a
new carburetor body. To prevent this from happening, some owners have their gas and oil
nipples glued in. The ball bearings are easy to change and available from any bearing
wholesaler or auto parts store. When installing new wheel hub inner bearings, make sure that
they slide freely into the spindle. Otherwise, the wheel bearing torque will be affected. As for
suspension bushings, ensure that the MacPherson strut cartridges are not in bad shape, apart
from the bushings torqued to spec. Replacing struts should not be daunting. However, the strut
cartridges are not inexpensive. So, you may need to consider that. Other Polaris Trail Boss

parts you need to watch out for are the front master cylinder, fuel lines, hubs, battery, turn-key
ignition, and pistons. If not scrutinized, these components may cause a lot of headaches and
inconvenience for riders. Additionally, doing a test drive helps immensely with whether or not to
go ahead with your secondhand purchase. Most buyers can only hope to buy a problem-free
vehicle. This Polaris Trail Boss featured in a video by CombustionMonkey is a perfect example
of a secondhand unit in mint condition:. Polaris Inc. Founded in in Roseau, Minnesota, the
Polaris Trail Boss maker has grown from a humble farm equipment manufacturer into one of the
big names in the snowmobile and all-terrain vehicle scene. With its ut
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ility components, low-end grunt, agility, and simplistic design, you can have this brute serve
whatever function you deem it fit. Furthermore, there are tons of upgrades you can do to this
two-stroke machine. For a few hundred dollars, you can increase its power output from 22 to 30
hp, get a full exhaust silencer and clutch kit, and add more to its top-end. Many owners have
attested to enjoyable rounds in the farm, and thrilling runs out in the woods with this little
overachiever. With an excellent pre-loved unit and the right mods, you will soon experience the
same, too. In response to the buying public's clamor for flexibility brought about by utility
machines, Polaris launched the Polaris Scrambler in From the get-go, this sport-oriented
vehicle became a New Mexico is known for its gorgeous weather and stunning landscape. From
desert terrain to forested mountains, there's no shortage of places to explore. So, where are the
best New Mexico off road Skip to content. Continue Reading.

